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We present a scheme to control the spin-exchange interactions by manipulating the orbital degrees of freedom
using a periodic drive. We discuss two different protocols for orbital Floquet engineering. In one case, a periodic
drive modifies the properties of the ligand orbitals which mediate magnetic interactions between transition-metal
ions. In the other case, we consider drive-induced mixing of d orbitals on each magnetic ion. We first find that
an AC Stark shift of orbitals induces a change comparable to that induced from photoinduced hopping schemes,
but expands the applicable frequency ranges. Next, we find that radiatively induced coherent vibrations provide
a realistic path for Floquet orbital engineering with short pulses of electric fields weaker than 0.5 V/Å producing
5%–10% changes in the magnetic coupling of Mott insulators such as the rare-earth titanates.
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Periodic drive is emerging as an intriguing tool for con-
trolling and manipulating quantum many-body systems. Flo-
quet engineering has been invoked in contexts ranging from
the generation of artificial gauge fields to the realization of
many-body localization [1–45] with ultracold atoms in optical
lattices. These methods can potentially provide an external
control knob for material properties, and can be naturally
applied to controlling quantum materials [46,47].

Recent works [48–55] discussed using Floquet engineering
to manipulate magnetic exchange interactions. These schemes
relied on properties of the photoassisted hopping and become
effective only for electric fields well above E ≈ 1 V/Å.
They feature a renormalized electronic hopping, and there-
fore renormalized energy splittings in the effective Floquet
Hamiltonian. These works assume direct hopping between
two magnetic ions, and we refer to them as the photomodified
direct hopping scheme henceforth.

In transition-metal (TM) compounds, ligand ions are
crucial for spin-exchange processes. For example, in two-
dimensional (2D) transition-metal trichalcogenides (TMTCs),
the magnetic interactions are mainly mediated by ligand
ions through multiple spin-exchange channels. The orbitals
of these ligand ions provide extra degrees of freedom that
can be manipulated to modify the exchange interactions. The
magnetic coupling induced via ligand ions depends on the
electronic energy and the shape of the orbitals available for
spin exchange on the ligands, as well as on the strong orbital-
spin interplay of the TM ions [56–61]. Many previous works
have successfully manipulated some orbital properties using
strain [62] and heterostructuring [63,64].

In this Rapid Communication, we propose a scheme to
modify the exchange interactions by manipulating the orbital
degrees of freedom with a periodic drive. Particularly, we
consider changes in the hybridization and energy of the levels
involved in exchange processes. We use two toy models where
a strong time-dependent electric field couples two orbitals,
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either of the ligand ion or of the TM ion. While these two
approaches which concentrate on a direct radiative effect
serve to develop our ideas, we find that realizing the metal-
orbital manipulation scheme with radiatively induced phonons
achieves significant improvements. It can be implemented by
using an ultrashort midinfrared laser pulse, as opposed to a
continuous wave in other schemes. Furthermore, this scheme
extends the target frequency window to a range from 100 meV
to 10 eV, and in certain cases, a significant change can be
observed at E ≈ 0.5 V/Å.

Floquet engineering with ligand orbitals. The spin-
exchange interactions between two metal ions (M) are typi-
cally mediated by nonmagnetic intermediary ligand ions (X )
as shown in Fig. 1. This superexchange occurs due to virtual
hopping of electrons within the cluster M-X -M. Therefore,
the exchange interactions also depend on the properties of
the nonmagnetic ions’ orbitals, and can be controlled by
manipulating the properties of the relevant ligand orbitals.

The effect of dynamically coupled ligand orbitals on the
spin-exchange interactions follows from the Autler-Townes
(AT) effect [65], where a periodic drive splits absorption peaks
by changing the energy of the excited states. Similarly, ligand-
orbital mixing changes the energy and hybridization of virtual
excitations. These, in turn, alter the exchange interactions
mediated by the ligand atoms. Consider a simple toy model
with two metal ions, each with one spin, and a ligand ion with
two filled orbitals, which gives rise to an AFM interaction
between metal-ion spins. Without a drive, the Hamiltonian
includes hopping between ligand orbitals (subscript α) and
metal sites (subscript i), metal-ion on-site spin interactions,
and the energy of the ligand orbitals. It is given by

H1 = H0 + Ht =
∑

α=A,B

∑
σ

Eαnασ + U
∑

i

ni↑ni↓ + Ht , (1)

and Ht , the metal sites to ligand-orbital hopping, is

Ht = −
∑

i

∑
α

tαc†
ασ ciσ + H.c., (2)
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FIG. 1. Floquet engineering of spin-exchange interactions using
ligand orbitals: Spin-exchange interactions are typically mediated by
nonmagnetic ligand ions. Left panel: Virtual hopping of electrons
from one magnetic ion (M) to another via two orbitals (A and B)
of the ligand ion (X ). The magnetic-coupling strength depends on
the hopping parameter and the energy of the orbitals involved in this
hopping process. Right panel: In the presence of a periodic drive,
these orbitals are replaced by hybridized photon-dressed orbitals
(Floquet replicas shown in green). This splits the exchange channels
and shifts the energies of virtual excitations, which modifies the
exchange interactions.

with |tα| � |Eα|,U . Assuming completely filled ligand or-
bitals, and a single spin per metal site on average, to find
the exchange energy, we need fourth-order perturbation theory
involving all possible exchange pathways (e.g., see Fig. 1 of
the Supplemental Material [66]). The magnetic coupling (Jex)
up to fourth order is

Jex = 4
∑

α=A,B

t4
α

(
1

�2
αU

+ 1

�3
α

)
+ 8t2

At2
B

�A�BU

+ 4t2
At2

B

(
1

�A�B�AB
+ 1

�2
A�AB

+ 1

�2
B�AB

)
, (3)

where �α = U − Eα is the charge transfer gap and �AB =
(�A + �B)/2. In Mott insulators, �α � U , and thus the
exchange interactions reduce to

Jex ≈ 4
t2
eff

U
, (4)

with teff = ∑
α

t2
α

�α
the effective metal-ion ligand hopping.

Next, consider a drive coupling two ligand-ion orbitals,

H (t ) = �e−iωt c†
Aσ cBσ + �∗eiωt c†

Bσ cAσ . (5)

An oscillating electric field E(t ), e.g., could couple orbitals A
and B with strength � = E · P/2, where P = e〈A|r|B〉. This
would modify orbitals involved in the spin exchange (Fig. 1)
and thus change the energies of virtual excitations, as well
as increase their number (while their weights still sum up
to the same value as the undriven case—see Supplemental
Material [66]).

The complete Hamiltonian, H = H0 + Ht + H (t ), can be
analyzed using an extended Floquet basis, i.e., the tensor
product of the electronic states and the harmonic (“photon”)
number n. We treat the hopping part Ht perturbatively, with
eigenstates of the Floquet Hamiltonian describing H0 + H (t )

FIG. 2. Change in magnetic coupling vs drive strength � from
numerics (solid lines) and theory (dashed lines) where the periodic
drive mixes two orbitals of the ligand ion. The effect of the drive is
large when the effective Rabi frequency is comparable to the charge
transfer gap �A. These parameters were chosen according to the
typical values of interaction energy U and hopping parameter for
TMTCs.

as virtual excitations. We choose drive parameters such that
the effective-spin Hamiltonian picture remains valid. The
periodic drive in Eq. (5) mixes the ligand orbitals A and B,
and the virtual excitations now involve

|P, n〉 = cos
θ

2
|A, n〉 + sin

θ

2
|B, n + 1〉,

(6)

|M, n〉 = sin
θ

2
|A, n〉 − cos

θ

2
|B, n + 1〉,

where cos θ = δ√
δ2+4�2 , sin θ = − 2�√

δ2+4�2 , δ = ω − ω0 is the
detuning, n denotes the photon index, and ω0 = EB − EA is
the energy difference between two ligand orbitals.

The drive-modified magnetic-coupling strength again
emerges from fourth-order perturbation theory or numeri-
cal diagonalization of the Floquet Hamiltonian (truncated
to include four Floquet zones). The expression for the new
magnetic coupling Jex is similar to that in Eq. (3), with orbitals
A and B replaced by their hybrid counterparts |P, n〉 and |M, n〉
[66]. How much Jex is modified is shown in Fig. 2. The
exchange interactions depend mainly on �/�Ai and δ/�Ai.
The energy and number of virtual excitations change due to
the splitting of spin-exchange channels into different Floquet
sectors (right panel of Fig. 1). Significant changes in the cou-
pling strength require a Rabi splitting �eff between two states
in each Floquet sector of the same order as the charge transfer
gap �Ai. The hopping amplitudes and the energy of these
virtual levels now depend on detuning δ. A large detuning
brings some virtual-excitation levels close to the d orbitals,
which amplifies the effect (see Supplemental Material [66]).

As shown in Fig. 2, significant magnetic-coupling changes
occur only if the shift in energy of virtual-excitation levels
is comparable to the charge-transfer gap. Usually, the charge
transfer gap �Ai ≈ 5–10 eV, and thus a change of 5%–10%,
requires � ≈ 1 eV. A common ligand is sulfur, with accessi-
ble 3s and 3p orbitals. The energy difference between the two
orbitals is ω0 ≈ 10 eV [67], and the dipole moment matrix
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FIG. 3. Metal-orbital Floquet engineering: A two-site Fermi-
Hubbard model with two orbitals on each site at quarter filling. Two
orbitals denoted by A and B with energy EA, and EA + ω0 are mixed
using a periodic drive given in Eq. (11). For simplicity, we assume
direct hopping between the metal ions.

element is |P| ≈ 0.6e Å (see Supplemental Material [66]),
and thus we need E ≈ 2 V/Å to get �J/J ≈ 10%. Materials
with a small charge transfer gap, large dipole moment matrix
element, and small energy gap (ω0) are ideal candidates for
this scheme to work at a lower electric field. This charge
transfer gap is usually lower for heavier transition-metal ions
and decreases down the chalcogen group, which indicates that
the materials with Mn, Ni, Cu, and ligand S or Se would be the
best candidates. However, a very high frequency is necessary
as the s-p energy separation is high, and for common ligands
such as O and S it is above 10 eV, which makes it somewhat
impractical.

Floquet engineering with metal-ion orbitals. The high-
frequency requirement above goes away if we focus on metal
orbitals. Above we assumed only a single orbital for each
TM ion. Magnetism in TMs, however, is significantly affected
by the occupancy of other d orbitals, crystal-field splitting,
and the on-site interactions. The d-orbital energies are usually
split by the crystal field, yielding energy gaps from a few
meV to almost 1 eV. A periodic drive can also modify these
orbitals, and result in an AC Stark shift of both singly and
doubly occupied sectors. Since the virtual excitations involve
the Floquet orbitals, the magnetic coupling changes as long
as the Stark shift is different for the low-energy and virtually
excited states (see Supplemental Material [66]).

The effect of orbital mixing can be studied with a toy
model where magnetic interactions arise from direct hopping
between two TM ions. We consider a two-site Fermi-Hubbard
model with two orbitals on each site and at quarter filling, and
a periodic drive which couples the two levels on each site as
shown in Fig. 3. Consider the Hamiltonian

H = Ht + Hk + H0, (7)

where Ht is a hopping term given by

Ht = −
∑

σ,α=A,B

tαc†
1ασ c2ασ − tAB

∑
σ,i �= j

c†
1Aσ c2Bσ + H.c., (8)

Hk is the on-site Kanamori interaction [68],

Hk = U
∑
i,α

n̂iα↑n̂iα↓ + U1

∑
i,α<β,σ,σ ′

n̂iασ n̂iβσ ′

− JH

∑
i,α<β,σ,σ ′

c†
iασ ciασ ′c†

iβσ ′ciβσ , (9)

and the on-site energy

H0 =
∑

i

EA(n̂iA − 1) + (EA + ω0)n̂iB, (10)

with U, U1 � tα . At quarter filling, if ω0 � t2
α

U , then the
low-energy subspace consists of states with one spin in each
A orbital, and the magnetic coupling is approximately Jex =
4t2

A/U . On the other hand, if ω0 = 0 and tab = 0, the ground
state is ferromagnetic (FM) in spin but antiferromagnetic
(AFM) in the orbital degree of freedom. We focus on the first
scenario, which allows us to mix two orbitals by applying a
periodic drive of the form

H (t ) =
∑
i,σ

(�eiωt c†
iAσ ciBσ + �∗e−iωt c†

iBσ ciAσ ). (11)

Let us next focus on the Floquet eigenstates connected to
the low-energy subspace of the undriven Hamiltonian, and
where the effective spin picture is valid. We then calculate
the spin-exchange interactions from the singlet-triplet energy
splitting (details in the Supplemental Material [66]). As in
Fig. 4, the magnetic-coupling strength strongly depends on the
drive’s frequency and strength. It is mainly the hybridization
between A and B orbitals which affects the change. This
hybridization depends on �

δ
and allows virtual excitation to

states at energy U1 + J in the doubly occupied sector. This
contribution decreases as the detuning δ increases. A large
detuning also lowers the energy of the virtual-excitation state
at U1 + JH in the doubly occupied sector, but this is negligible
compared to the hybridization effect as long as |U1 + JH −
U | � δ. The magnetic properties in this scheme are controlled
by the ratios �

δ
, U1+JH

U , and tb
ta

.
This scheme requires magnetic materials where TM ions

have a d1 configuration. In transition-metal compounds with
octahedral or tetrahedral ligand cages, d orbitals split into
eg and t2g levels with crystal-field splitting parameter in the
range of 0.3–1.5 eV. The periodic drive can be realized with
an AC electric field which couples these d orbitals. Therefore,
the drive amplitude is � = e〈ψA|E · r|ψB〉/2. Only d orbitals
are involved in this transition, however, and dipole transitions
between same-parity orbitals are forbidden. Nevertheless, the
crystal field can induce d-p mixing in noncentrosymmetric
compounds, which lends some p character to otherwise pure
d orbitals, and allows weak dipole transitions. For some tetra-
hedral complexes, this mixing is 1%–5% [69], and thus the
matrix element |〈di|r|d j〉| ≈ 0.05e Å which corresponds to a
drive strength � ≈ 0.02 eV at E = 1 V/Å. Although there are
materials with a tetrahedral ligand arrangement [70], currently
we are not aware of any such magnetic materials where the
TM ion with a d1 configuration is surrounded by a tetrahedral
cage of ligand ions. Nevertheless, in octahedral geometry,
some mechanisms such as coupling with vibrational modes,
and mixing with ligand p orbitals [69,71–73] allow these d-d
transitions. This d-p mixing can be estimated from the oscilla-
tor strength of d-d transitions in octahedral complexes (Table I
of Ref. [72]), and it is roughly 0.1%. This corresponds to a d-d
electric dipole moment matrix element, P = e|〈dt2g|r|dteg

〉| ≈
0.01e Å, and thus the drive strength, � ≈ 0.005 eV for
E = 1 V/Å.
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FIG. 4. Effect of different parameters on the change in magnetic-
coupling strength as a function of drive amplitude � for U = 4.0 eV,
JH = 0.8 eV, U1 = U − 2JH , and ω0 = 0.91 eV when not specified.
These changes are large when the detuning is decreased. The second
panel shows that a large imbalance between ta and tb makes these
changes more prominent. Similarly, we also observe that large tab

results in larger changes, and the change is proportional to �/δ when
ta = tb. In the last panel, we show the changes for a very small ω0 and
small detuning where a significant change can be seen at extremely
small drive amplitudes which is the case for a phonon drive.

The metal-orbital-hybridization scheme requires mixing
the relevant two d orbitals with light. In addition to the dipole
transition, such mixing can also be achieved by employing
two-photon processes. For a two-photon process between two
3d orbitals, the drive amplitude, � ≈ e2E2Pdd , where Pdd ≈
1
2

|〈3d|r|4p〉/2|2
E4p−E3d

≈ 10−3 Å2/eV, and thus � ≈ 10−3 eV for the
electric field, E ≈ 1 V/Å.

The applicability of Floquet orbital engineering, how-
ever, becomes much broader by employing direct vibra-
tional coupling between the metal-ion d levels. Contrary
to the above hard-to-realize schemes, using coherent lat-
tice vibrations to achieve a similar hybridization between
two d orbitals appears experimentally accessible. In per-

fect octahedral symmetry, the direct vibrational coupling
between some d orbitals can occur for those Raman
active modes which involve metal-ligand bond rotation. With
typical phonon frequencies of such modes in the range
50–100 meV, it might be applied to materials with d-
orbital energy splitting in the same range. This scheme can
be used in some rare-earth titanates (RTiO3), where even
t2g bands are nondegenerate with a crystal-field splitting
�CF ≈ 30–400 meV [74], and some phonon modes [e.g.,
Ag(2), Ag(4), B1g(3), B1g(4), B2g(4)] which involve bond ro-
tations have frequencies in the range 10–100 meV [75,76]. In
this scheme, the drive strength is � ≈ 0.25u0 eV (Sec. V of
Supplemental Material [66]) where u0 is the phonon-induced
lattice displacement in Å.

How lattice displacement u0 depends on the electric field
amplitude E depends on different material properties and the
details of the drive [77]. Here, we consider the indirect exci-
tation of Raman modes in the impulsive limit which relies on
large nonlinear coupling with some infrared (IR) active modes
[78,79]. In these schemes, a phonon amplitude of approxi-
mately 0.03 Å can be achieved by using a few-femtosecond
mid-IR laser pulse with a maximum electric field amplitude
E ≈ 0.5 V/Å if the nonlinear coupling between two modes is
sufficiently large, as is the case for Raman mode Ag(25) and
IR mode B1u(54) in some Mott insulating titanates [78,79]
(more details in Supplemental Material Sec. VI [66]). This
corresponds to a change of magnetic coupling by 5%–10%.
For some materials such as bismuth ferrites (BiFeO3), the
effect could be even more staggering, and combining Raman
mode excitation schemes can lead to displacements of 0.05 Å
at E < 0.1 V/Å [77]. Such strong effects could arise in some
RTiO3, but finding appropriate materials would require first-
principles calculations which are beyond the scope of this
Rapid Communication.

The coherent phonon scheme also offers the advantage of
using ultrashort laser pulses. Short laser pulses (e.g., 50 fs)
could produce lattice vibrations that persist for over 10 ps.
This lowers the required fluence further as compared to
other schemes where a laser with electric field amplitude
E ≈ 1 V/Å must be kept on for the entire duration of the
measurement.

Conclusions. We proposed a protocol for controlling the
magnetic properties of materials through Floquet engineering
of their orbital degrees of freedom. While previous works
[48–53] concentrated on the spin-exchange interaction change
due to photoassisted hopping, we explore the effects of drive-
induced modifications of the orbitals involved in the virtual
processes involved in the exchange process.

We first developed our ideas by considering an AC
Stark shift of excited levels in ligand orbitals as well as
in the magnetic metal ions. Disappointingly, the AC Stark
schemes yield significant changes with electric field ampli-
tudes similar to those needed for the photomodified direct
hopping schemes, E ≈ 1–5 eV/Å, and require a continuous
laser input. The frequency ranges of these various methods,
however, are different. The ligand scheme needs ω ≈ 5–
10 eV while the photomodified direct hopping works well for
ω ≈ 0.5–2 eV.

Orbital Floquet engineering using phonons, however,
emerges as a very promising magnetic control scheme. Using
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short light pulses to induce coherent lattice vibrations can
modify the magnetic metal-ion orbitals, and thereby change
magnetic couplings by 5%–10% at much smaller frequencies
(ω ≈ 0.1 eV), and fields E ≈ 0.5 V/Å, an order of magnitude
smaller than the amplitudes required for other schemes, and
without the need for a continuous wave beam. Note that
previous studies considered the phonon-induced magnetic-
coupling effects due to the shift in the atomic equilibrium
position [79]. Also, Refs. [54,55] studied the effect of or-
bital properties in a photoassisted hopping scheme. We ex-
panded both of these perspectives by considering orbital hy-

bridization, and showed that controlling the orbital degrees
of freedom with light opens up different possibilities for
the manipulation of correlated quantum materials, and brings
the quest for drive-controlled magnetism much closer to an
experimental realization.
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